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Big correction in China

New method to measure
inflation from 2009

Tough times ahead for
homeowners, says bank

New weights ‘will bias CPIX down’ – and may lead to lower rates

THE property boom is over, and
homeowners should prepare themselves for a tough two years ahead.
Sizwe Nxedlana, a Standard Bank
economist, sounded this warning after the release of the bank’s residential property gauge for June,
which further confirmed that there
was no respite in sight for the residential property market.
In June, the median house price
index slumped 11.3% to R550 000,
from R620 000 last June. This means
that homeowners cannot expect the
same growth rates in the price of
their properties that was experienced 36 months ago.
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JOHANNESBURG – Yesterday’s closing exchange rates, as supplied
by Standard Bank: (R/, R/ and R/US, other rates per rand.) These
are the banks selling rates yesterday.

R/ £.......................................................................... 15.75
R/ à ........................................................................ 12.45
R/US $ ....................................................................... 7.90
R/AUS $ .................................................................... 7.55
R/CAN $ .................................................................... 7.75
R/NZ $ ....................................................................... 6.00

SOUTH Africa’s consumer price inflation basket
will change from 2009 with the weighting for food
falling and transport increasing to reflect changes
in spending patterns, Statistics South Africa said
yesterday.
While some economists lauded the changes for
potentially bringing down the country’s high inflation figures and possibly leading to an interest
rate reduction, another has said the new basket
“needed more work”.
StatsSA said weighting for food would drop to
18.28% – or 20.2% when including restaurants – from
its previous weight of 26.6%. In the consumer price
index excluding interest rates on mortgage bonds
(CPIX) basket, food would weigh 17.86% of the
total.
The transport component would increase to
17.79% for the total country compared with 12.98%
previously, and make up 21.42% of the CPIX basket.
The data agency said the new weights would be
effective with the January 2009 consumer inflation
release and were based on the 2005/2006 Income and
Expenditure survey released in March.
The survey showed that transport was the fastest
growing spending category for South African
households, while expenditure on food had declined
proportionately since 2000, largely due to increasing
wealth.
Stats SA said the weight for insurance had increased significantly. Insurance expenditure includes property and vehicle insurance as well as
medical aid contributions.
Insurance as a proportion of the total rose from
1.81% to 7.21%.
Medical aid contributions and other health insurance have increased from a previous weight of
1.33% to 3.37%.
Health had seen a significant drop in weights,
Stats SA said.
The health weights now include only expenditure

actually incurred by households and not expenditure incurred by employers or medical aid
schemes on behalf of households.
“The new weights will definitely bias the CPIX

Sars: Filing period starts
THE filing period for all employers has
commenced, the South African Revenue Service (Sars) said in a statement
yesterday.
“From July 1, all employers are required to complete and submit a Reconciliation
Declaration
(EMP501)
which will record the amount of tax
deducted from employees, the amount
paid over to Sars and the amount appearing on IRP5 certificates of employees,” Sars said.
In the 2008 tax season, a new emphasis is being placed on the information supplied by employers to Sars
in respect of the pay as you earn (PAYE)
deducted from employees.
“This year employers will be re-

quired to meticulously and timeously
submit records which will ensure that
Sars is in possession of accurate information about their employees,” Sars
said.
Sars would extend its services
through direct engagement and by providing automated tools and assistance
to employers who wished to comply.
As from today, all Sars branch offices
can provide employers with a free version on disk of the easyFile computer
software.
The employer could save the reconciliation results on disk and submit it
manually to Sars or electronically via
sarsefiling on or before August 29, 2008.
— Sapa

Handy tips for
exporters of
appliances
By LUYTON DRIMAN
Bradmanton Consulting

TO EXPORT electrical appliances to
other countries in Africa or further
afield, it is crucial to know the voltage and plug types that are used in
any of these countries.
I have seen examples where companies have dispatched products to
Angola with the regular SA 16A
plugs attached to all the appliances.
These are totally incompatible
with Angola’s wall plugs, which
makes the importer look unprofessional in the end. If you take Africa
and divide it into quadrants, the
South use predominantly 16A, the
East the 13A square pin, while countries in the West and North use
mainly two-pin Shuko plugs.
Using the above guide as a rule of
thumb should help you in going
about doing your deals with confidence! Check out www.voltageconvertions.com or www.kropla.com.
Voltage becomes a factor when
you enter into international markets. In the Caribbean, some islands
use the standard 220V, and others
110V, with a variation of plug types
and cycle rates. Essentially, it depends on who was colonised by
whom! In case you wish to enter an
international market with a locally
designed and manufactured product, take note that it is important to
abide by the international laws concerning electrical products. For instance, you will need to have your

products tested by a registered testing house to see if your items conform to country specific standards.
These include “CE” classification
for European and UK markets, “UL”
classification for the United States
and Canada. There are specific tests
needed for Australasia and selected
African countries as well.
A classification, accreditation and
certification by the South African
Bureau of Standards or the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research is a good start from the South
African context.
Another example I witnessed was
a local company which sent an electrical product to the Caribbean for
evaluation and testing, but the product was not checked when it left the
factory and it simply did not work.
The verdict: the company in question did not even get out of the
starting blocks! The prospective customer was too nervous to trust a
production run of theirs and moved
to a competitive product made in
another country.
Developing and growing a customer in a foreign country is a “business marriage” and I am a firm
believer of “going the extra mile”
and offering service to export customers. Remember that offering a
better service is a small price to pay,
but it can turn out to be a big
advantage. Make an effort to win
over your customer base and they
will be around a long time.
— luyton@telkomsa.net

downwards; we might see lower official inflation
rates next year ... it is an improvement and might
better reflect the consumption patterns of households,” said Christelle Grobler, economist at the
independent Bureau for Economic Research.
But well-known economist Mike Schussler said
the new weights for the CPI “need more work”.
“The food weight dropping will make CPI less
volatile, but I’m not sure of some of the other
weights,” Schussler said.
“I don’t understand why the electricity weight has
gone down from 3.42% to 1.96% – after all, the whole
country is electrified and we’ve got more people on
the grid than ever before,” he said.
Schussler pointed out that funeral services had a
new weight of 3.01% from 1.63% previously.
“Is the consumer spending more on funeral costs
than electricity? Are more people dying than using
lights,” Schussler asked. Electricity was one of the
consumer’s main expenses while funeral expenses
were paid a few times in a lifetime, Schussler said.
The central bank targets the CPIX basket and has
a mandate to keep it between 3% and 6%, but it hit a
5-1/2 year high of 10.9% in May, mainly driven by fuel
and food inflation, which surged to 17.0% year-onyear in May.
In response to growing price pressures the central
bank has lifted its repo rate by 500 basis points to
12% since June 2006.
“The new weights see a shift from commodities to
services. The share of services (was) 38.1%. In the
new weights set, services will account for 43.7%,”
StatsSA said.
It added that the weighting for housing would
decrease to 21.04% from 22.46%, and would calculate
the rent equivalent rather than interest rates on
mortgage bonds “because interest rates reflect the
cost of debt, rather than the cost of housing”.
For the CPIX basket, which excludes mortgage
bond costs, housing would be 11.79%. — The Times,
Avusa Group News
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By XOLILE BHENGU
Business Correspondent

Unlike Absa, which reports a
monthly average mortgage value,
Standard Bank’s house price index
uses the mid – or median – value of
the home loans it has granted during
a month.
The bank said in 24 months mortgage costs had increased by 36%,
after the June interest rate hike.
Two years ago the monthly cost of
a mortgage of R500 000 – financed at
the prime interest rate over a period
of 20 years – was R4 992; today the
cost of financing the same mortgage
is R6 769.
Nxedlana said residential property prices were still in negative territory, and the outlook for the residential property market remained
bleak.

He said since January 2006 the
bank had noted volatility in the median house price range of R520 000 to
R620 000.
Homeowners should brace themselves for even tougher economic
conditions in the next 18 to 24
months, Nxedlana said, as the reality
of further interest rate increases in
August draw near, in addition to
increased electricity tariffs, as well
as food and petrol prices that were
negatively affecting household disposable income.
“We are definitely seeing a continued national house price deflation. We only expect some inflation
cuts in 2009 that would spell some
credit relief for consumers.”

Dutch bank shows faith in EL firm
EAST London-based credit management specialist Real People yesterday announced it has received additional funding of 10 million (R120
million) from the Dutch Development Bank FMO.
The funding, in the form of an
increased term loan facility, brings
FMO’s backing in Real People to
33m.
Real People’s deputy managing director Neil Grobbelaar said the funding signified a “meaningful vote of
international confidence” in Real
People’s credit model, particularly
given prevailing sentiments in the
credit climate worldwide governed
by a global credit and liquidity
crunch.
Real People’s unsecured personal

loans in South Africa and sub-Saharan African countries is aimed at
funding education, home improvements and other household needs.
The company has in the past year
grown its loan book by 66% from
R654 m as of March 31, 2007 to over
R1 billion at March 31, 2008.
In a further vote of confidence,
FMO has acquired additional shares
in Real People, upping its stakeholding in the local company to 5%.
Earlier this year, Real People received its first North American backing, from Canadian fund managers
Cordiant Capital, of US$20m in the
form of a Cordiant and FMO-funded
risk participation agreement.
“We are happy to be able to continue our support to Real People,”

said FMO chief executive Arthur
Arnold.
“In the past, we have provided
direct financing and have assisted
Real People to attract financing from
Cordiant by arranging a syndicated
facility.
“This new step in our relationship
is based on successful co-operation
in the past and on our belief that by
providing access to finance we are
providing access to prosperity to the
people of South Africa.”
Grobbelaar added that Real People’s solid and ongoing relationship
with FMO is an alliance it values
highly: “FMO, like Real People, is
committed to facilitating the delivery
of affordable and responsible financial services in Africa.” — DDR

Business Partners

Commercial property: why location is
crucial – Business Partners
e all know how important location is for any business. For
some it is vital for future success. What are some of the considerations when deciding on location?
O A commercial business is based on a
combination of retail and services. You need
to look at retail dominance in different areas
that you are considering and then you need to
evaluate the tenant mix in the various centres.
O A retail business relies on the spin-off
trade in a complex where an anchor tenant is
present.
Anchor tenants generate the foot traffic in
a centre and offer smaller tenants the benefits of the foot traffic. When considering a
shopping centre as your location, ensure that
you get the foot count figures from the centre
management. Compare foot count figures
over a minimum of two years so that you can
get a feel for the trends and the seasonality of
the foot traffic. Remember to review the “in
between” trends of busy and slow periods.
Make sure you are happy with the anchor
tenant. Is that specific anchor tenant complementing your business? Will it attract the
kind of foot traffic you are looking for? Numbers aren’t the only consideration. If the foot
count is high but the kind of customer is
wrong it won’t matter to you if they double
the foot count. It won’t improve the opportunity for you to do business.
O If your retail business is a destination
shop where people will specifically come to
you to purchase your products or services,
then you can look for premises in a neighbourhood centre. These types of centres are
attractive because they offer better rental
rates and if you are a destination shop, use
the opportunity to market your store along
with the centre, through joint advertising
agreements.
O If your business is industrial, then being
near your suppliers and distribution outlets is
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ANTON ERASMUS
important. Being in close proximity to suppliers and distribution outlets offers you easy
accessibility and quicker delivery times. This
is especially convenient in times of crisis.
O For a warehousing business, other factors need attention together with location.
The space for delivery vehicles and parking
accessibility is important. But equally important is the aspect of height, locking up/safety
and security. Is the warehouse near regular
transport routes?
Do you need to be near the airport? Or
perhaps you receive regular deliveries from

the harbour. Would it pay for you to be close
to these ports?
The decision on where to locate your business will have financial implications on your
costs as rentals differ vastly from area to
area. This will have an effect on your overheads, especially in retail. Usually there are
industrial nodes in each province which will
guide your decision on where to set up your
premises.
Remember though, some sectors have short
lead times where components required by
manufacturers must be delivered within

hours. In this case your location is crucial in
ensuring you deliver on time. In certain cases
your customers may be loyal and show a
tendency to move with your business regardless of the new locality. Be careful not to be
over confident about your customers’ loyalty
and expect them to follow your business to
unreasonable locations.
Locating suitable premises is often a time
consuming and costly process as rentals are
payable in advance and deposits are required.
This initial cost outlay must be budgeted for
and for a new business the costs must be
allocated before the business actually starts
operating.
When looking at a location you also need to
look at the services provided at the complex,
factory, warehouse or unit that you have selected to hire. Depending on your type of
business some of these services might be a
requirement. Is there:
O 24-hour security?
O A cleaning facility?
O Refuse removal?
O Three-phase electricity or single phase
electricity?
O Advertising, promotional boards/signage
and promotional activity?
O 24-hour emergency maintenance?
O Do you have other special requirements?
Decide what you need upfront before signing a lease agreement. Identify which factors
are a necessity and which are nice-to-haves.
Making a bad location choice can be a very
expensive mistake and may even cost you
your business.
Take your time and ensure you have done a
thorough assessment of your business’ needs
and match them to the offer of the location
you have chosen.
Do not compromise on those aspects which
are deemed necessities for your business to
operate.
The right location can offer you great rewards so take the time to get it right. —
By Anton Erasmus, Business Partners

Invest in your own commercial property
quity-based funding has provided both individual entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial consortiums with the added capital
needed to invest in those lucrative commercial property opportunities.
The substantial growth in the property market
has opened up so many investment opportunities
for South Africans.
The big problem though, is lack of sufficient ungeared capital! There are few options out there for
property investors who are new to the market. Or
even for investors who do not wish to tie up all
their cash into a single investment, as they would
like cash ready for future opportunities.
A group of 17 entrepreneurs found a small res-
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SHARES on China’s two stock markets lost
about 3% of their value yesterday, as analysts
blamed record oil prices and news of slowing
growth in manufacturing.
The key Shanghai Composite Index, which
tracks shares traded in local and foreign
currency, dropped 84.50 points, 3.09%, to close
at 2 651.61. The new fall means that the
Shanghai index has lost about 48 percent of
its value since the start of this year; analysts
had warned many Chinese stocks were overvalued. — Sapa-DPA

PATRICK SCHWARTZ

idential shopping centre for sale in Mowbray. This
group of previously disadvantaged individuals had
about 33% of the investment capital needed. They
approached Business Partners for the balance
needed to purchase this sought after property.
What does Business Partners offer such investors?
“We will add to the client’s own investment capital in order to secure term funding. Our shareholding will be based on the pro-rata contribution
between Business Partners Ltd and the client,” says
Business Partners’ Patrick Schwartz.
“After meeting the equity requirements Business
Partners can also offer the term loan.
“The equity portion and interest rates are determined based on the viability of the commercial

property and the cash flow position of the business.
“The terms of repayment of the loan portion is
normally 10 years.
“Business Partners Ltd also provides Property
Management Services for entrepreneurs.
“The equity based funding option is one of the
better ways to empower entrepreneurs to own a
business or property.
“The entrepreneurs then are able to acquire a
property worth far more than their initial investment and are given a real opportunity to grow
their wealth status.
“An investment well worth investigating!” concludes Schwartz. — By Patrick Schwartz,
Business Partners

O East London: 043 721 1525 O Queenstown: 045 838 1004 O E-mail: enquiries@businesspartners.co.za
O Website: www.businesspartners.co.za

